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INTRODUCTION
If you’re an old-school card magician, then you can get the hell out of here
right now. By old-school, I specifically mean anti-flourishes. If you think flourishes
are merely a form of onanism and have no merit or worth, then you can stop
reading right now. You’re wrong, by the way, but still, stop reading. You won’t get
anything out of reading these notes.
If, on the other hand, you’re open-minded, new-school, or a card punk such
as myself, then please, keep reading and enjoy. What follows is a collection of sleight
of hand goodies that are ALL flourish related, and are just plain fun to watch and
perform. They are not for everyone, of course, and a lot of you out there won’t like
them. Hell, some of you might hate them. However, I firmly believe that there are
enough of you out there who appreciate flashy stunts with cards to justify this
manual’s publication.
Before we begin, some words about the material:
Contained within this manual are things that, on the surface, look like things
you know already. Sorry to say, but it’s true. Here you will find: a double lift, a
version of triumph, a one-handed cut, and a four ace production. Sound blasé?
Sound trite? Sound run-of-the-mill? You bet your ASS it does. But it ISN’T, and
here’s why:
The material I am about to impart to you has been tested through hundreds
of performances for real people. This is not stuff you perform in front of your
bedroom mirror for yourself; its stuff you go out there and show to people. (Hot,
attractive people from your gender of preference, preferably.)
The first item, the double lift, is a real workhorse. It denotes singularity, is
surefire, and is visually pleasing to look at. The way I see it, if the audience is
focused on the fluidity of the move, then they are less likely to question it. Even if
this hypothesis isn’t true, it doesn’t matter; the double is convincing, and nobody
will think you can handle more than one card in this manner. Also, it is relatively
easy to do and has a short learning curve, unlike some of the other fancy double lifts
out there. (Sanvert’s spinning double comes to mind. Great, but OUCH.) Also, there
are no outside variables such as card condition to depend on: it is one hundred
percent certain to work, once you’ve got the basics down.
The double lift is used in the triumph routine that follows it. I am a huge fan
of the Buck Brothers, and am a full subscriber to their “Nursery Rhyme”
philosophy. If you are fortunate enough to own a copy of their lecture notes, then
you will know that they have made a name for themselves by pimping out
antiquated effects. This effect is my take on something that has been left un-pimped:
Dai Vernon’s Triumph. Whereas the other version, fantastic as it was, was
decidedly old-school (there’s that word again), this one is as cutting edge as it gets. It

combines flourishes, psychology and pure underhandedness to create a wonderful
piece of eye-candy. Plus, if you put in the extra work, you also get one hell of a
kicker. Trust me, card tricks don’t come any sexier than this.
Next comes a one handed cut that is a variation on a more or less standard
four packet cut. However, the handling described here streamlines the basic
mechanics, and makes it a no-brainer to do. The cut is also completely false, and is
more or less impossible to screw up once you understand it. It’s very, very stable,
and is feasible in the real-world. I don’t like to think when I’m working, and this
cut basically works itself.
Finally, we come to the ace production, which is done entirely with ONE
HAND, and looks great. Why you’d want to produce for aces in a stylish manner is
beyond me, but if you’re going to do it, why not do it with one hand?
So, with my pre-effect ramblings out of the way, go right ahead and enjoy all
of my card punk material. Some of you will love it, and that’s great. In fact, that was
the desired effect. On the other hand, I’m sure some of you will have complaints, but
quite frankly, I don’t care. That’s what makes me a card punk, I guess.
Read on, and then go practice.

- Ricky Kinosa, 2006
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THE PROMISCUOUS DOUBLE LIFT
INTRO: Here we go with the first piece of card-goodness: The Promiscuous Double
Lift. What is so damn great about this double lift? Well, it is comprised of numerous
spinny, flippy actions, which is always a plus, and it can be done with virtually any
deck in any condition. Also, you don’t have to worry about the cards falling apart
on you; this ain’t an aerial double-lift1. This move is kinda similar to Gary Kurtz’s
spinning double lift, with a bit of influence from Allan Ackerman and the Orion
count thrown in there. It’s my personal favorite double lift, and will be used in the
next effect, so here it is for your consideration and, hopefully, your enjoyment.
WHAT: A double lift.
HOW: Okay, this is going to be a bitch to explain, but here we go. (Like almost
every magic book out there, I’m explaining this as though you’re right handed. If
you’re not, then I apologize, but there’s really no way to explain this stuff other than
by being discriminatory.)
To begin, hold the deck face down in mechanics grip in your left hand with
the two cards you want to “double-lift” on top of the deck. First, you’re going to
obtain a break under these two cards with your left pinky. (Figure 1.)

Figure 1.
You can do this a variety of ways (i.e. pinky count, push over and pull back,
riffling up the back of the deck, etc.) My personal preference is to pinky count, but
that’s just me. (See ANYTHING by Darwin Ortiz for details on the pinky count.)
Next, your palm-down right hand is going to come over the deck and grab
the top two cards in a weird sort of Biddle grip. This will be easy to do because of
the break. The grip is not a conventional Biddle grip, however, but rather a
diagonal grip (for lack of a better term). The card is held between your right
middle finger and thumb. See Figure 2.

1

There is only ONE damn good aerial double-lift, and I think you all know what that is…if you don’t, I’m
very disappointed in you.

Figure 2.
Now, you are going to begin Gary Kurtz’s spinning double lift. The card is
going to pivot between your right middle finger and thumb, and revolve around
your left middle finger until it is face up. (Figure 3-4.)

Figure 3.

Figure 4.
Then, your right first finger is going to pull the double further and then
straighten, revolving the double 180 degrees until it is pinned on the back of your
first finger. (Figure 5-9).

Figure 5.

Figure 6.

Figure 7.

Figure 8.

Figure 9.
Then, you’re going to bring the double back over to the deck. (Figure 10.)

Figure 10.
And the upper left corner is going to flick off of your right thumb and onto
your left middle finger. (Figure 11).

Figure 11.
Now here comes to Orion Count stuff. Essentially, you are going to revolve
the double three and a half times so it ends up face up on the top of the deck. To do
this, you will use actions that are reminiscent of the Orion Count. Basically, the card
will be pivoting between your right thumb and left middle finger, and you will be
twirling the card counter clockwise through your right fingers. This is easier to do

than it looks (you’re really just pushing the card through your fingers), and I’ve laid
it out here in the next several photographs. (Figure 12-24).

Figure 12.

Figure 13.

Figure 14.

Figure 15.

Figure 16.

Figure 17.

Figure 18.

Figure 19.

Figure 20.

Figure 21.

Figure 22.

Figure 23.

Figure 24.
If you scroll down rapidly enough over those pictures (this is an E-book), you
should be able to get an idea of what is happening. Notice how the card is rolling
down through your fingers.
At this point, the worst of the move is over. The double is face up on top of
the deck. To turn the double back face down, we’re going to employ a move by
Allan Ackerman that was published in Genii Magazine in the 90’s.
To do this, you are going to push with your left ring finger on the card, to the
left, putting a slight bend in it. This bend, or crimp, will hold the cards together.
(Figure 25.)

Figure 25.
Now, if you relax your fingers, the double should stick together and slide to
the right. (Figure 26.)

Figure 26.

Then, it’s simply a matter of turning the double face down with your right
hand, and you’re done.
RECAP:
1. Obtain a break under the top two cards with your left pinky.
2. Grip double in diagonal grip in your right hand between your right middle
finger and thumb.
3. Spin the double off of the deck. The card will be rotating clockwise.
4. Spin the double until it is on the back of your right index finger.
5. Bring the face down double back to the top of the deck.
6. Flick the upper left corner of the double off of your right thumb and onto
your left middle finger.
7. Orion count twirl the double so it ends up face up on the top of the deck. The
double will be spinning counter-clockwise. Maintain a break between the
double and the deck with your left pinky.
8. Put a bend in the double with your left ring finger so it sticks together.
9. Open your left fingers letting the double slide to the right.
10. Turn it face down with your left hand.

AFTERTHOUGHTS: This double is a horrible move to explain in print. Hopefully
the pictures help. However, if you already know the spinning double and the Orion
count, then the double should come easy. For the record, the Orion count is used in
Reed McClintock’s twisting the aces routine (The McClintock Twist), and can be
found there.

THE CARD PUNK TRIUMPH
INTRO: This is the quintessential card punk routine. If there’s one routine that
exemplifies the Card Punk Manifesto, this is it. So far, anyways.
WHAT: Triumph in the hands. ON ACID.
HOW: This trick requires a set up. From the top down, you need to have half the
deck face down, half the deck face up, and then one face down card on the bottom.
(Figure 1.)

Figure 1.
Next, take all the cards and put them back into the card box so the back of the top
card is facing the half moon cut out. (Figure 2.)

Figure 2.
You’re all set up. Put the deck in your pocket or something.
When you’re ready to perform, take the box out with your right hand and perform
De’Vo Vom Schattenreich’s Easy Opener. This is NOT mine to teach, so I won’t.
However, it was published in Genii Magazine a few months back, and an online
tutorial can be found here: http://www.handlordz.com/ go to where it says free
tutorials and click on “Easy Opener and Fan Twist Closer”. Learn it. It’s good.
Anyways, do the opener with your RIGHT hand, and toss the deck into your left
hand, and then make a one handed fan. (Figure 3.)

Figure 3.
Now, because you are doing the fan in your left hand, the indices of the reversed
cards will not show. This implies that the entire deck faces the same way. This is
Convincer #1.
Put the box away, and square the cards into your left hand, being careful not to
expose any of the reversed cards. Next, put the cards into your RIGHT hand, and
make a two handed fan. (Figure 4.)

Figure 4.
Now, because you are doing the fan in your right hand, the indices of the reversed
card will not show. This is convincer #2. Close the fan with one hand, and place the
entire deck face down into your left hand.
Then, spread the cards from hand to hand, being careful not to expose the reversed
cards. This is Convincer #4. (Figure 5.)

Figure 5.
Square the deck again.

Here comes Convincer #3. You are going to do a two handed cut, but it has to
adhere to the following criteria:
•
•

It must only use the top half of the deck.
It must not rotate or place any packets on the bottom.

Basically, you’re going to manipulate the top half of the deck around while leaving
the bottom half undisturbed. Chris Kenner’s Five Faces of Sybil is useful for this, as
long as you make sure all the packets come from the top of the deck. Here’s what I
mean:

Figure 6. (GOOD)

Figure 7. (BAD!)
Once the Sybil has been done, you should be left with the deck in its same face
up/face down separated condition. Now, riffle up the back of the deck until you
come to the only two face to face cards in the pack. (Figure 8.)

Figure 8.

Then, let one more card flick off of your right thumb. (Figure 9).

Figure 9.
Then, jog the top half of the deck to the right, giving you the situation shown in
Figure 10.

Figure 10.
Rotate your right hand palm up to show both sides of the packets. (Figure 11.)

Figure 11.
Everything at this point looks copasetic. However, the real situation is this:
The top packet (the on jogged to the right) is all face down cards. The bottom
packet, however, is made up of all face up cards with a face down card on top and
bottom. This, combined with the Convincers, leave no doubt in anybody’s mind that
the deck faces the same direction, albeit on a very subtle level.

Now, rotate your right hand back palm down, and take the bottom packet (The
secretly face up one) into left hand dealing grip. Now, do T G Murphy’s deck flip to
turn that packet over. (Figure 12 – 13).

Figure 12.

Figure 13.
The deck flip is explained in detail in T G Murphy’s book Imagication, or in Nursery
Rhymes 3 by the Buck Twins. If you don’t want to do the deck flip or don’t know
how, you can just turn it over normally, being careful not to expose any reversed
cards.
Next, make a one hand fan with the packet in your right hand. (Figure 14). Then
square the fan up into the position shown in figure 15.

Figure 14.

Figure 15.
Now, take the face down cards in your right hand, and then in-faro them into the
cards in your left hand. (Figure 16).

Figure 16.
Slowly square the cards together, and then place them in your left hand. Your
situation from the top down should be one face up card, fifty face down cards, and
one face up card on the bottom. (Figure 17. shows an exposed view of this. The deck
is actually squared at this point.)

Figure 17.
Take the deck and flip it face down, so a back shows. At this point I normally do any
full deck, multiple packet false cut to show the mixed up order of the cards. When
you do this, do it slowly and deliberately, pausing at times to show the mixed up
order. This method of showing the cards is based on K C Ushijima’s Triumph
Routine he had on the web a few years back, where he used Lee Asher’s Sibling cut
to show the order. I don’t personally use that, but it is an option. I’m not going to go
through the details of the cut I use, because there are so many two handed false cuts
out there that you probably already know a zillion.

Once the cut is done, turn the deck face up again, and get a break below the bottom
card.
Double undercut this card to the top under the guise of showing how mixed up the
cards are.
The situation is now: Two face up cards on top, and the rest of the cards face down.
Do the Promiscuous Double Lift with one extra flip at the end to turn those cards
face down. Take the top (rag) card and openly place it on the bottom.
Say something to the effect of “This card now rises to the top of the deck through all
the other cards.”
Once you’ve said this, do John Cornelius’ Springset move to turn the top card over,
showing it back on top. (This can be learned in his book, or on Bill Malone’s DVD.)
You could also use Looy Simonoff’s Flippant Move, or simply turn the card over.
Then say “And on it’s way up, it straightened out all the other cards.”
Spread the deck on the table or in your hands and show that they all face the exact
same way again.
RECAP:
1. Set the deck up from the top down: Half the deck face down, half the deck
face up, and one card face down.
2. Place the cards in the card box so the backs face the half-moon cut out.
3. Do De’Vo’s Easy Opener to take the cards out of the box and into your left
hand.
4. Make a one handed fan with your left hand.
5. Put the box away.
6. Close the deck and make a two handed fan in your right hand.
7. Close the deck with one hand and place into dealing grip in your left hand.
8. Spread the cards being careful not to expose the face up cards.
9. Do a Sybil or two handed cut with the top portion of the deck.

10. Break the deck in the center where the cards come face to face.
11. Let one more card fall from the top packet, and the jog the top cards to the
right.
12. Make a one handed fan with the top portion using your right hand.
13. In-Faro the right hand cards into the left hand cards. Square up and turn
face down.
14. Do a two-handed full deck false cut to display the condition. Turn the deck
face up again.
15. Double undercut the bottom card to the top.
16. Double lift to turn both top cards over.
17. Place the X card to the bottom.
18. Spring Set the card on the top face up.
19. Show climax.

AFTERTHOUGHTS: This routine is based on routines of both David Solomon and
Darwin Ortiz. Now, normally when you hear these two names you don’t really think
of Card Punkiness (it’s a word) and you’d be right. However, their concepts are
ridiculously good, and have here been combined into a very convincing piece of
playing card deliciousness. Enjoy.

THE CARD PUNK TRIUMPH KICKER
INTRO: Same as the previous routine except with a kicker.
WHAT: Triumph in the hands. ON ACID AND LSD AND MESCALINE AND
ADRENOCHROME.
HOW: This requires a MAJOR set up, but for the right crowds, it’s worth it.
What you are going to do is take the deck and put it in new deck order (spades,
diamonds, clubs, hearts from face to back), and give the deck SEVEN OUT FAROS.
Holding the deck face up, spread through the deck and break the spread between
the two of spades and the two of hearts. When you do this, you’ll have half the deck
in your right hand with the ace of spades on top and the two of hearts on the
bottom, and the other half of the deck in your left hand with the two of spades on
top and the ace of hearts on the bottom.
Reverse all the cards in the right hand EXCEPT THE ACE OF SPADES and put
them back onto the cards in the left hand. Then, take the ace of hearts and put it in
between the two halves. Figure 1 demonstrates the set up.

Figure 1.
Then, proceed as normal with the trick. Do all the shows, convincers and displays.
However, when we get to the faro, things get interesting.
You are going to faro the right hand packet into the left hand one per the original
routine, but two things must happen:
1. The faro must be perfect. No exceptions.
2. The faro must be an in-faro under two cards.
See figures 2 and 3.

Figure 2

Figure 3
It is this in-faro that puts the deck in new deck order, allowing you to show that the
deck not only rights itself but rearranges itself also.
Once the shuffle is done, continue with the routine as taught. The ace of hearts will
be at the face of the double, and will be the card that “rises to the top”. Once done,
show the cards face down, and then ribbon spread them over to show them in new
deck order.
Sexy.

ANOTHER FREAKIN’ ONE HANDED CUT

INTRO: This is my take on a more or less pedestrian one-handed cut. I made it
foolproof. It’s cool.
WHAT: A four-way one-handed cut a la Simon Lovell.
HOW: Okay, peep this: What you’re going to do is hold the deck in your left hand
(either hand, really, but for teaching purposes we’ll say the left hand) and with the
deck in straddle grip, parallel to the ground.
To begin the cut, move your first finger next to your middle finger on the
long side of the deck, and break the deck in half. (Figure 1.) This is the same method
you’d use if you were starting a one-handed shuffle.

Figure 1.
Next, extend your middle, ring and pinky fingers, allowing the top half to
slide over and under the top half, and into Charlier position. (Figures 2-3).

Figure 2.

Figure 3.
Next, push up on the original top half (now the bottom half) with your first
finger until it locks under your thumb. (Figure 4).

Figure 4.
Now, here’s where the cut gets economical. Most of the time you’d break
another packet with your index finger in order to make a triangle. However, THIS
IS NOT THE CASE HERE. Instead, you are going to release some pressure with
your thumb, and you’ll notice that gravity will just split that packet in half, giving
you a perfect triangle. (Figure 5).

Figure 5.
Now, this may seem like a minor adjustment to the cut, and you all are
probably going to run off and criticize me on your little magic forums there, but this
is economy of motion in action right here. Also, there’s no fumbling, and there’s no
breaks to catch in order to make the cut false. Anyways, back to the cut.

Next, you are going to take your first finger and break the top packet of the
triangle in half in the same manner you did at the beginning of the cut. Then, you
are going to let this newly broken packet slide onto your fingers and into a straddle
grip (your first and pinky on the opposite short sides, your middle and ring on the
one long side). (Figure 6.)

Figure 6.

Pause for display. Make it look good. (Figure 7)

Figure 7.
Finally, you’re going to close everything up like you would a Charlier cut.
(Figures 8 – 11).

Figure 8.

Figure 9.

Figure 10.

Figure 11.
Square the deck, and you’re done. The cut was false, and you didn’t have to
worry about anything.
RECAP:
1. Hold the deck in straddle grip.
2. Break the deck in half with the first finger.
3. Let the top half slide down over your first finger and underneath the original
bottom half into Charlier Position.
4. Push up on the bottom half of the deck until it “locks” under your thumb.

5. Let gravity break this packet in half, forming a triangle.
6. Break the top portion of the triangle in half like you did in step 2.
7. Let it slide over your first finger into straddle grip.
8. Display.
9. Close as you would as a Charlier.

AFTERTHOUGHTS: While this may seem like a minor variation of a cut, it does
something very nice for me: It means I don’t have to THINK. Eugene Burger
always says that thinking kills magic, and if I’m showing off a one-handed cut
during the course of the routine, I want it to be surefire. This one is. Enjoy.

THE MACHIAVELLI PRODUCTION
INTRO: A one handed (almost) ace production.
WHAT: One ace is produced and left out jogged in the center of the deck. A one
handed cut is demonstrated, and the other three aces appear.
HOW: The set up from the top down is:
Two Aces Face Down
One Ace Face Up
Rest of the Deck
One Ace Face Up
Next, you somehow need to get the top ace face up and out jogged in the center of
the deck. I do have a one handed method for this but do not feel like disclosing it
EVER, so you’ll have to come up with your own. You could use an Eddie
Taytlebaum move (find it in Lee Asher’s Close Cover Before Striking notes) or
anything else you want. Hell, you could even just put it there.

Figure 1.
Next, you are going to do the ANOTHER FREAKIN’ one handed cut with the out
jogged ace in the center. As long as you don’t break directly at the ace, you can do
this.

Figure 2. Cut in action.

Figure 3. Cut in action.
You will ultimately end up in this position:

Figure 4.
This, coincidentally, is the perfect position to do Brian Tudor’s Awesome Blossom
production. Do this by clipping the top card (a face down ace) under your thumb.
(Figure 5.)

Figure 5.
Then, lift up with your thumb and push out the bottom card with your fingers,
giving you your final display position. (Figure 6).

Figure 6.
That’s it.
QUICK RECAP:
1. Set up from the top down: Two face down aces, one face up ace, rest of deck,
one face up ace.
2. Out jog the top ace face up in the center of the deck.
3. Perform ANOTHER FREAKIN’ ONE HANDED cut.
4. Clip the top ace under you thumb.
5. Lift with thumb and extend with the fingers, giving you the display.
FINAL THOUGHTS:
Cute production. Not like you need it, but hey, here it is. Of course, a bunch of you
will flame me for being unoriginal or something like that, but whatever. Its
practical, and impressive, and a nice alternative to all those two handed ace
productions out there.

IN CONCLUSION:
Art is based on aesthetic, and what is more aesthetically pleasing in magic
than flourishes and smooth, perfect card handling? Look at all the great magicians
who use flourishes: Jeff McBride, Shimada, Channing Pollock, Lance Burton,
Mahka Tendo, Norbert Ferre, etc, etc,
I think that it’s a matter of opinion, ultimately, and I know I’ve voiced mine.
Still, maybe this material will show you the possibility of cross-overs. But then
again, maybe not. Either way, keep practicing.
-Ricky
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